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 Engage students in texts they want to read

 Teach with lessons created for you

  Answer text-based questions and cite text  

evidence

 Apply comprehension strategies in real texts

 Support for English Language Learners



Writing Goals
•  Write an opinion 

piece that includes an 
introduction, states an 
opinion, and provides a 
conclusion.

• Use linking words to 
connect ideas.

Reading Goals
•  Answer questions to 

show understanding of 
key details in a text.

• Use information 
gained from words 
and photographs 
to demonstrate 
understanding.

• Determine the meaning 
of words and phrases.

• Identify main topic and 
purpose.

Engage Students
Warm Up
Say: Have you and your family ever driven through bad weather, 
like a strong thunderstorm or a snowstorm? These kinds of 
natural events aren’t so unusual. But sometimes nature causes 
even bigger and more powerful events, ones that cause major 
damage. We’ll read about some of these natural events in 
Disaster Alert!

Cross-Curricular Perspective | SCIENCE

Explain that storm chasers, people who follow severe weather, 
do important and dangerous work. The information they gather 
helps scientists understand storms, helps workers make storm-
proof buildings, and helps people know how to prepare for 
storms. Storm chasers put their storm-measuring equipment 
as close as possible to the storm’s center to get the most 
information. This takes a lot of courage. 

Make Connections
Before discussing Disaster Alert!, talk about the Essential 
Question: How does Earth change? Say: Nature is always 
changing. Disaster Alert! tells about big, sudden changes in 
nature, such as those that cause storms. What kinds of smaller 
changes in nature do you see or feel every day?
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TITLE Disaster Alert!

AUTHOR Christine Taylor-Butler

GRADE 2

GENRE Informational Text

LEXILE 570

OVERVIEW Tornadoes and other natural events 
can happen suddenly and cause a lot 
of damage. Disaster Alert! gives facts 
about disasters and how to prepare 
for them.
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Discuss the Book Respond with Text Evidence

STRATEGY GROUP  Paired Reading

Have pairs of students read the book together, supporting one another’s understanding. 
You might suggest that one student read the main text and the other read the various text 
features. Encourage students to discuss why the author included these features, what 
additional information they give, and why this information is set off from the main text.

(pages 4–9) Read about tornadoes on 
pages 4 through 9. How do they form?

What is a supercell?

According to the author, what makes 
tornadoes dangerous?

The author says a supercell from a 
thunderstorm can produce a tornado 
“without warning.” What do you think  
this means?

What can you learn from the text feature 
“Real Life” on page 5?

Why do you think a tornado’s speed is  
so dangerous?

Vocabulary

shelter (p. 6)
coastal (p. 10)
dissolves (p. 16)
erupts (p. 22)
survivors (p. 25)
faulty (p. 28)

Focus on Genre
Direct students’ attention to Disaster Alert! Say: This book is an example of 
informational text. Informational texts explain a topic or give facts about real people, 
places, things, events, or ideas. Look at pages 4 and 5. What kinds of information can 
you find on these pages? How do these pages help you to understand that you are 
reading an informational text?

TURN AND TALK  Pair students and have them talk about the title and 
photograph on the cover. You may want to use the following questions if students 
need help getting started:

• What kind of disaster do you think the photograph shows?

• Why do you think the title is in all capital letters? Why do you  
think it includes an exclamation point?

Read the Book
Use the following questions to guide your discussion of 
Disaster Alert! Encourage students to share their ideas and 
use text evidence to support their opinions.
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Discuss the Book Respond with Text Evidence

How does the heading on page 6 help you 
know what this section will be about?

How does the photograph on pages 6 and 7 
help you understand the text?

What does the chart at the bottom of 
pages 6 and 7 help you understand about 
tornadoes and how they are measured?

What do you need to do to survive a 
tornado?

On page 9, what specific equipment does 
the author say people should have to 
survive a tornado?

STRATEGIC SUPPORT  Informational Text 

Text and Graphic Features Page through the book and point out the small yellow triangles 
around each page number and the black and yellow used to set off the “How to Survive” 
features. Note that warning signs on roads and elsewhere usually are yellow triangles  
and that black and yellow also indicate danger. Discuss how these elements relate to  
the book’s topic.

(pages 10–15) What causes floods? What are coastal areas? What text clue  
on page 10 helps you figure this out?

Why does the author include the text  
feature “Real Life” on page 11?

How does knowing about what happened 
in Gloucestershire, England, help you better 
understand floods?

What is the main topic of pages 12 and 13? How do the photographs on pages 12 
and 13 relate to this topic? How are the 
photographs similar and different?

What are four problems floods can cause? Which of these problems explains why you 
should “fill sinks and bathtubs with clean 
water” when flood warnings are issued?

(pages 16–21) What causes sinkholes? How does the chart on page 16 help you 
understand sinkholes? What do the  
arrows show?

On pages 18 through 21, what are the two 
kinds of sinkholes the author tells about?

The photographs on pages 18 and 19 are 
very different from those on pages 20  
and 21. What words can you use to  
compare them?

What can you learn from the “Did You 
Know” feature on page 21?

Why does it make sense that many 
sinkholes form from porous rock?
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Discuss the Book Respond with Text Evidence

STRATEGIC SUPPORT  Vocabulary

Compound Words Point to the word sinkholes on page 16 and note that it is a compound 
word: a word made up of two smaller words—in this case, sink and hole. Discuss how the 
smaller words help explain the compound word’s meaning. Then invite students to find other 
compound words in the text, such as underground (p. 17) and firefighters (p. 19) and discuss 
their meanings based on the smaller words that make them up.

(pages 22–27) What steps need to  
happen for a volcano to erupt?

How do the photographs of volcanoes  
on pages 22 and 23 help you understand 
what erupt means?

Besides lava, what makes volcanoes 
dangerous?

Why is the large photograph on page 25 
mostly gray? How does the text on page 24 
help explain this?

Why is the person on page 24 wearing a 
face mask?

What do volcanologists do? How do volcanologists predict when 
volcanoes will erupt?

(pages 28–32) In what types of places  
do bushfires happen?

The text says bushfires most commonly 
happen in Australia. What can you  
conclude about Australia?

In the chart at the bottom of page 28, what 
do the different colors represent?

According to the chart, what is the fire 
danger rating “today”?

What different information can you learn 
from the big and small photographs on 
pages 28 and 29?

Why do you think the bushfire described 
and shown on page 29 was named the 
Black Saturday Bushfire?

What does the section “Help Is at Hand”  
tell about?

How are the photograph and caption on 
page 31 related to the topic of bushfires?

STRATEGIC SUPPORT  Informational Text

Text and Graphic Features Turn to page 32 and point out the two text features on this page. 
Explain that a glossary gives the meaning of important words from the text, and an index tells 
readers where to find information about different topics in the text. Note that both a glossary 
and an index list information in alphabetical order to make it easy to find.
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Conversation Strategies Prompt Response

Clarify Information
Why do you say 
_________?

I mean _________ .

Building on the Ideas of 
Others

Can you explain more 
about _________ ?

I think that _________ .

Express Disagreement

I do not agree with 
_________ about 
_________ . Why do you 
think so?

I think so because 
_________ .

Collaborative Conversations
During discussion, encourage students to ask each other questions when they need 
clarification or when they need to build on each other’s ideas. Provide prompts such 
as these to foster collaborative conversations among students.

Think About the Book
Provide students with a web-ready graphic organizer, such as the one below, to help 
them organize information about How Earthquakes Shape the Earth and Disaster 
Alert! Examples have been added to the organizer to help get students started.

Earthquakes Tornadoes

Break apart the ground

Can destroy buildings and roads

May cause floods

May be followed by aftershocks

Happen very suddenly

Hard to predict

Move very fast

Can destroy buildings, cars, and other

objects
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Write About the Book
Write the following prompt on the board. Explain to students that they will write an 
opinion essay comparing earthquakes, the topic of How Earthquakes Shape the 
Earth, to one type of disaster in Disaster Alert! You may want to have students  
review their graphic organizers from Think About It prior to writing their drafts.

Prompt:

How Earthquakes Shape the Earth and Disaster Alert! tell about different events 
in nature. Write an opinion essay comparing earthquakes with one of the natural 
disasters in Disaster Alert! Include an introduction and give a clear opinion about 
which type of disaster you think is more destructive. Include facts from the texts 
to support your opinion. Use linking words such as because, and, and also to 
connect your ideas. End your essay with a conclusion that sums up your ideas.

Make sure that students have read both texts. Tell them to think about purpose and 
audience as they

• plan their responses;

• write their responses;

• revise and edit their responses.

Scoring Rubric: Opinion Text-Based Writing Rubric

Score Purpose, Focus, 
Organization 

Evidence and 
Elaboration 

Language and 
Conventions 

4

The response is focused 
for the purpose, audience, 
and task. It has a clearly 
stated opinion and 
effective organization.

The response provides 
convincing reasons for the 
writer’s opinion.

The response 
demonstrates a strong 
command of basic 
language and conventions.

3

The response is 
adequately focused for the 
purpose, audience, and 
task. It has an opinion and 
adequate organization.

The response provides 
adequate reasons for the 
writer’s opinion.

The response 
demonstrates an adequate 
command of basic 
language and conventions.

2

The response is somewhat 
focused for the purpose, 
audience, and task but 
may include loosely related 
or unrelated material.

The response provides few 
reasons for the writer’s 
opinion.

The response 
demonstrates a poor 
command of basic 
language and conventions.

1

The response is related to 
the topic but demonstrates 
little awareness of 
purpose, audience, or 
task. It lacks a discernible 
opinion and organization.

The response provides 
no clear reasons for the 
writer’s opinion.

The response 
demonstrates little 
command of basic 
language and conventions.
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